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CHAPTER 6

Designing Equitable Institutions

Two hundred fifty years of slavery. Ninety years of Jim Crow. Sixty years
of separate but equal. Thirty-five years of racist housing policy. Until we
reckon with our compounding moral debts, America will never be whole.

-Ta-Nehisi Coates, "The Case for Reparations" (2014)

Aswe noted in the Preface, in 2013 and 2014 as we were writing this book
the United States observed several 50th anniversaries commemorating
events and legislation of the civil rights era, including Martin Luther King's
I Have a Dream speech in 1963 and passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964.
On each occasion, social and political commentators assessed the nation's
progress in race relations, with many observers concluding that progress has
been decidedly mixed. Their words echoed that of James Baldwin, whose
words on another anniversary (the tenth anniversary of the 1954 Supreme
Court's Brown v. Board of Education decision) provided us with "suste-
nance and perspective" (Ayers, 2006, p. 81) as we began writing this book.

New York Times columnist Charles Blow (2013), who succeeds Bald-
win as an eloquent and insightful observer of race relations in the United
States, weighed progress on the 50th anniversary of Dr. King's March on
Washington with a "gnawing in [his] gut, an uneasy sense of society and its
racial reality." Blow was, he wrote, "absolutely convinced that enormous
steps have been made in race relations," most notably that laws that "codi-
fieddiscrimination have been stricken from the books." Yet he worried that
"the more sinister issues of implicit biases and of structural and systematic
racial inequality" endure. In other words, like us, Blow could see signs of
progress, yet feared that premature celebration would deflect needed _"'.",":',
tion from the ways that institutions like schools and universities have
biases embedded in their everyday routines.

Also like us, Blow (2013) worried about the muddled nature of the
conversation Americans are having in regard to matters of race and equity,
questioning:
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146 ENGAGING THE "RACE QUESTION"

I wonder if we, as a society of increasing diversity but also drastic inequality,
even agree on what constitutes equality. When we hear that word, 'do we think
of equal opportunity, or equal treatment under the law, or equal outcomes, or
some combination of those factors?

Research on racial attitudes about social inequality shows that, in fact,
we do not agree on what equality means or what constitutes just social
policy to bring about equal outcome~ in contemporary society. What we
hear when we hear the word equality differs considerably by race and eth-
nicity (Bobo & Charles, 2009). Further, what we hear and sayin navigating
race talk is less pressing than what we do as a society with our resources to
address endemic race-based inequality. Ta-Nehisi Coates (2014),writing in
The Atlantic, argued that America, rather than observing the half-century
mark of civil rights legislation, should take stronger action through financial
reparations to compensate for a different set of numbers: "Two hundred
fifty years of slavery. Ninety years of Jim Crow. Sixty years of separate but
equal. Thirty-five years of racist housing policy. Until we reckon with our
compounding moral debts," Coates argued, "America vvill never be whole. "

Presenting a synthesis of research on race relatioIls and the views Amer-
icans of different racial and ethnic backgrounds hold of one another, Bobo
and Charles (2009) concluded that "prejudice and racism" remain a defin-
ing part of "the American social, cultural, and political landscape" (p. 244).
Blacks, Whites, Latinos, and Asians hold different views, on average, of the
severity of social injustice resulting from prejudice and racism, as well as the
public policy mechanisms that should be used to compensate for race-based
injustice. This means that American higher education has a sizeable chal-
lenge in addressing issues of racial equity. Yet, if indeed higher education is
to function as a "public sphere" for debate and instantiation of democratic
values, as some argue it must (Pusser, 2011), then colleges and universities
must take up the challenge ..Our experience with action research convinces
us that colleges and universities can and must engage in critical self-assess-
ment through action research and other methods to playa leadership role in
improving racial equity in the U.S. educational system.

What is higher education's role in this social struggle, and how can
social policies designed to promote racial equity have a~~anceof achiev-
ing their goals? In the preceding chapters we shared what we have learned
as action researchers involving college and university practitioners in ad-
dressing racial equity in American higher education. As in the broader
social, cultural, and political landscape of American society, our progress
and the progress of the field of higher education in addressing racial in-
equality has been mixed. Diversity is valued by many in higher education.
An array of special programs has been put into place to promote college
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access.yYet, although conceited eff~rts have been made to articulate the
v~lue of diversity, the ~'playirig'field" for the vast majority of students of
<:910r is not yet level. In fact, it~ppears to be getting worse. Even as access
t(),college 'improves, broaqe,ning participation among Black and Latino
students; the quality of that '~c~ess is stratified by race and ethnicity (Pos-
selr: et.alr, 2012). Postsecond~~y settings are becoming more segregated
rather than less (Carnevale-Sc Strohl, 2013; Goldrick-Rab & Kinsley,
2013):'The racial and "ethnicgr:oup disparities in the college experience
and educational outcoflles of college students have not been reduced sub-
sta~tially, despite decaqesof effort.

,Jhrougliout"this boo~,w~have emphasized the importance of integrat-
ing the principles of justice'~;'care and justice as transformation with prin-
ciplesof justice,asfairne;si~'ediicational policy and practice. Educational
equity, c9~seived usi~g i:h~>predominant application of principles of justice
as fairness" calls for,res;o&rces to be distributed equally among equals and
un~.9uallya1119I?-~those'~i,~? disparate needs. As a repair for social injustice,
greater resourses areeir~cted through educational policy toward those who
havegieater needs. I:.: .»: ,

.'Deciding wh~i~suc~'~~pair is needed, how to bring it about, and with
whatlevel9f ~§~9iircesis,' 9f course, contentious. Principles derived from
justice asca1'ea'~?i~stice"as transformation provide a guide to under-
standingh9w t9 ~ursue a racial equity agenda. Justice as care, recognizing
that students have an equal right to experience a sense of self-worth in
their'educ:ational experiences, insists on educational policies that do not
imp~sea"~elf-worth tax". on the intended beneficiaries. Justice as trans-
fonnati?'ncalls for the restructuring of racially segregated educational sys-
te~~ thatcurrently reproduce race as a socially stratifying and hierarchical
coristnict. ' ,

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER

In (~hi~chapter we recommend steps that colleges and universities should
take to make a commitment to racial equity and redesign themselves as eq-
uit~ble institu.tions. The redesign principles we present draw on the theories
ofj~stice~s fairness, justice as care, and justice as transformation. There are
thiee cornerstone principles that must inform a racial equity agenda:

S';:;'/""<'~'~":_;::k'

j:'i)fawingon "strong conceptions" of equity, racial inequities in stu-
"'dent outcomes represent a failure not of students but of society and

educational institutions, whose practices are embedded in our histo-
ries and contemporary legacies of racial discrimination.
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2. All students have the right to freedom from oppression in higher ed-
~cation;a"sdf-worth tax" may not be imposed on students, their
.families, or communities through educational policies.

"J,rThe~cc~urit~~ilityfidd hasa moral obligation to provide incentives
. , to institutionsof higher education to deconstruct and reconstruct

edllc~!ionalsystems t~at are reproducing racial inequities.

strategi~sforaesigningequitable institutions presented in this chap-
ter inv~lye practiti~ners:i~ ~ctivdy addressing the race question. through
their own p~actices.Th~'equity design strategies presented in the first sec-
ti~n b~~~w,r~volve arourl,dthe use ofartw~rksand humanistic expression
to 'allow' histories of racial discrimination to be discussed "with wisdom"
durirl.ginstittlti~rl.~lsdf,:assessmeni. These recommendations are informed
by' o~ranalyses in Chapt~r 2 and Chapter 3 of color-blind responses to
str'uc~~ralracism~lh~str~tegi~s presented in the second section emphasize
~quitY~fo~lls.edAatause and goal-setting. These ~ecommendations draw on
the positive.~xa~plesof individual and institutional change toward equity,
p~~sentediriC~apters 3in~ Chapter 4, which have taken place through
actionresea~ch.i.l~i.pg the.EquityScore~ard. This section highlights the key
data.~nd ipquiiy ~r~~tices practitioners and institutional leaders should use
to emb~d~qui~ p~inciple~ into ~rganizational routines.
.....• The con~l~oing s~ction, recognizing the limitations presented in Chap-
ie/s ..of actio~resear~h and inquiry to address structural racism, calls on
edusati~nall~aders and policymakersto promote a public sphere in which
ra~i~l 'equi~:is articulated as a core commitment. This recommendation
engage'~thepolitical dimensions of action research and of higher education
acco~ritabiEty. Acsountability policies and practices in higher education
ta~eshape~ithin a.broader organizational fieldv This field of practice in-
clud~sstat~:and federal officials, foundation officers, nonprofit think tanks,
tech~i£~.lassistance providers, data intermediaries, postsecondary associa-
ti~ns,ii.an~ institutional leaders. These organizations must also playa role
to ~hange' the national conversation from a focus on diversity to a focus on
equity. >

ENGAGING HISTORIES OF DISCRIMINATION
, .." . "'~,

Hi~t?ry,i.~~fteri>cdebrated in higher education: The year of a college's
f?,~l'I:~ilJ.gis proudly highlighted; important civic or college leaders are me-
i~~rialized .in the names of buildings, endowed chairs, or on statues; and

;'d 'alumni, administrators, and faculty celebrate local legends and sports he-
...•". roes. History and sense of place are integrally intertwined. For example,
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land-grant institutions were f6und~d'~6 serve their states, and community
colleges were cEe~te~U()serve local communities. However, the relationship
between racial 9iscriI:l1ination and the history of place is often not well re-
membered or underst~od.

This is despite thrfact that when colleges and universities were located
near (or distantl;Jrc>p'particular populations, "place was crucially at issue:
White public spaces into which Blacks were not allowed" (Olivas, 2005b,
p. 170). To segregate'Bla~ks and Whites, states created Black colleges; cre-
ated incentives"su~has"scholarships, for Blacks to pursue higher education
in other states; ()rSEeate'd "roped-off areas or anterooms" (Olivas, 2005, p.
170). Mexican'.l\iperica~s were kept even further at bay, with their educa-
tional needs largely o\,erl~oked: "Education was so poor and inadequate for
Mexican AmeriS;iis' iiithe 20th century that neither the state, nor private
philanthropies, nor cht1rch groups established colleges for this population"
(Olivas, 2005b, p. 180).

Court battles to dismantle de jure segregation in higher education have
a long history:

The issue of place has ~.' . been contested in [numerous] sitings, such as whether
colleges ca~ locate i~§ertain "service" areas, whether college policies can be
localized or tiedtoJo~ales, whether regions and regional populations have legal
claims to proport~?nal college resources, or whether the setting of higher educa-
tion can trigger ra'dal claims. Indeed, each of these scenarios has been tested in
court, each with its own incontestable racial calculus. (Olivas, 2005b, p. 170)

It is clear thati:'plabng colleges near populations is a central feature of
universal access'~;J~tthat reason, desegregation litigation is ongoing (Oli-
vas, 2005b, p. 170;'se'ealso Metcalfe, 2009; A. Wells, 2014). Legal decisions
do not bring immediate relief. The decades of court supervision and judicial
review of Mississippi's postsecondary desegregation effort provide a clear
example of the long delays that can ensue even after a moral and legal case
for change has been made. Further, even when educational settings are de-
segregated at the institutional level, racially segregated tracks emerge.

Even brief c~nsid~Eation of the relationship between race and place dem-
onstrates that ~o higheEeducation institution exists independent of racially
discriminatory policies 'and practices. Structural racism is embedded in the
history of highere9ucation, and the "problems and potentials" of organiza-
tions "can only ?~.~riderstood against their own history" (Engestrom, 2001,
p. 136). Celebrating differences of diversity under an "umbrella of inclu-
siveness" or claiming color blindness is problematic because it obscures the
history of racial discrimination that lives on in contemporary educational
institutions.
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The cases of pr~ditionei inquiry and change presented throughout this
book illustrate that the perceptions practitioners hold' of what is "fair" in-
fluences their willingness to engage in equity work; Varying beliefs about
fairness, merit, and equity, rooted ideologically and often unconsciously
in theories of justice, arise in tension whenever.we undertake racial equity
work in colleges and universities. Whereas principles of justice as fairness
are often invoked to argue the virtues of "color-blind" practices, the prin-
ciples of justice as care and justice as transformation insist on racial con-
sciousness rooted in critical, historical perspectives. Educational settings are
"racialized." The experiences of students in educational settings and their
opportunities to be successful inthem differby race. We cannot begin to
address racial inequities without acknowledging that. .,-:

Chapter 2 analyzed a critical incident in our action research where dis-
cussion of the "racism cartoon" (Figure 2.6) evoked awareness of a "critical
disturbance" (Engestrom, 2008) in the activity system of ~n Equity Score-
card evidence team. Critical disturbances that surface contesting beliefs are
necessary and valuable to address root problemsin any organization. As we
noted at the beginning ofChapter 1, we set out todo this "withwisdom," to
engender a sense of individual and collective responsibility to racial equity.
Chapters 3 and 4 illustrated ho~ practitioners developed a deeper commit-
ment to equity issues and adopted str?nger conceptions of equity through
participation in critical self-assessment protocols that are part of the Equity
Scorecard toolkit. To address the histories and contemporary manifesta-
tions of racial discrimination in higher education with wisdom, we recom-
mend that equity initiatives

1. Use art and oth~r forms of humanistic expression, such as essays,
literature, and poems, to provide a shared. reference and focal point
for authentic communication about the experiences participants in
equity initiatives have had with historical and contemporary forms
of racial discrimination.

2. Actively distinguish the concepts of diversity,··inclusiven~ss, and ra-
cial equity, using strong conceptions of eq~itythat commit to equal-
ity of participation and outcomes among ra~ial and eth~ic groups.

3. Acknowledge the emotional dimensions of engaging in racial equity
work.

4. Develop measures of progress in building individual and institu-
tional capacity to realize racial equity goals.

Inviting the Conversation

Figure 6.1 displays an artwork we have used in quite a few presentations
to metaphorically invoke the relationship between race and place in higher
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Figure 6.1. Sundown Town

"Sundown Town," by J~~lR..o'ss.Used with permission.

education. Titled Sundown Town, the image is a photograph of a sculpture
made out of large wooden boards. The boards, placed vertically in a farm
field, spell out the words "Every Day at Six." A barn is also pictured. Closer
inspection reveals thai'ihe boards used in the sculpture have been cut from
the side of the barn, .\\,hich now has a stenciled appearance. The caption to
the work explains thit'the expression "every day at six" refers to what are
known as "sundown towns," those towns that for decades relied on Black
laborers to work the fields, but then blew a daily whistle at sundown to tell
those laborers it was rime to get out of town.

As the caption fOf this artwork explains, the intriguing relationship of
the boards, the barn,'and the field is intended to invite a second, closer look
at the image and a historical reflection on the seemingly bucolic image:

The phrase "every day at six" comes from the history of ViIIa Grove, a town in
east central IIIinois~For decades, there was a whistle mounted on the town's wa-
ter tower and everyday at 6:00 p.m., it sounded. Villa Grove was one of many
Illinois towns where Blacks were not allowed to own or rent property, and this
daily signal warned Black laborers that it was time to head home. There are
surprising numberof towns in Illinois that utilized similar alarms, some even,
until the late 1990s. These places were commonly called sundown towns. It is
important to me that there is a specific narrative or history being referenced in
the work, one that is imbedded in this landscape and its vernacular architec-
ture-a history that is often nearly invisible. (joel Ross, 2007, SundownT.o"iVrf)

,;
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Our first encounter with this work took place, appropriately enough,
in Illinois. It was displayed outside a meeting room where researchers from
the Office of Community College Research and Leadership (OCCRL) at the
University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign had held a convening of practitio-
ners engaged in equity-focused action research using OCCRL's Pathways to
Results (PTR) inquiry model (Bragg & Durham, 2012). During the meeting,
a practitioner from a predominantly White rural college that had no Black
students enrolled in a number of high-value health science programs com-
mented that if any Black students were to apply to the programs, they would
be welcomed, but none had. This seemed to pose an open-and-shut case
in regard to issues of equity in access to the health sciences at the college.
However, as the PTR facilitators debriefed in the foyer after the meeting,
conversation about the "Every Day at Six" image hanging on the nearby
wall brought out the history of racial discrimination that had produced the
current-day absence of African Americans in Illinois's rural areas. This in-
structional dialogue was carried forward through our use of the image in
other settings where college and university practitioners were convened to
talk about and make plans to address equity issues.

The conversations this artwork has invoked in the multiple and varied
settings where we have used it have been emotional, yet productive and in-
structional at the same time. They have made clear that memories of racial
segregation lie right beneath the surface of our "normal" professional dis-
course, even when the express purpose of a project or initiative is to address
racial equity issues. By inviting the conversation about the "architecture"
of racial discrimination in our schools and colleges, we have experienced
insightful reflection from our White colleagues who remember, or whose
parents remember, living in "sundown towns" as well as from our African
American colleagues who remember the ways that they or their families
were driven from them. The conversations have brought us to other meta-
phors and images that have served as bridges to the not so distant yet often
forgotten past.

When we display the "Every Day at Six" image as an entree to dialogue
about racial discrimination, we point out that higher education's discourse
about "helping" students of color who are "disadvantaged" and "at risk"
is not sufficient to disrupt historical amnesia about racial discrimination.
We use the image of the barn, boards, and field to communicate that the
"vernacular architecture" of higher education must be deconstructed and
reconstructed to get at the root causes of racial inequities. To motivate com-
mitment to strong conceptions of equity and a willingness to change the
higher education systems that create structural racism, it is necessary to
remember these histories of race and place. (For a comprehensive histori-
cal database, recent media coverage, and instructional materials including
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a map of sundown towns, see http://sundown.afro.illinois.edulsundown-
towns.php, which was created by James W. Loewen, professor emeritus of
sociology at the University of Vermont and the author of Sundown Towns:
A Hidden Dimension of American Racism.)

The case of technical education in Wisconsin, discussed in Chapter 5,
with its bifurcated systems of associate's degree-granting colleges in the
University of Wisconsin system and the Wisconsin Technical College Sys-
tem, provides an example of a system where the history of race and place
create modern-day inequities. At one time in our nation's history, African
Americans, Latinos, and other students of color were channeled by legal dis-
crimination into vocational colleges (Gasman, 2002). These channels are no
longer formal, discriminatory structures upheld by law. Yet they continue to
exist, and the patterns of enrollment have not changed very much. By now,
this history is hidden to many. That students of color are clustered in techni-
cal schools seems natural, a result of cultural differences in motivation or
academic proclivities.

We can use data such as the Scorecard's Vital Signs to show inequities
between the population of an area and a college population and ask Score-
card evidence team members to pose second-level questions about why ac-
cess gaps exist, but this exercise is not transformative if participants do not
recall the root causes of segregation. The idea that a college has an ethical
obligation to extend the opportunity to enroll in a local program to (seem-
ingly) far-flung urban Black students is a radical one until the history of
discrimination is put squarely into focus in this discussion.

In our experience, using artwork is a productive way to talk about racism
in higher education. Viewing and discussing this piece with a variety of groups
has not led to recriminations and defensiveness among our participants. In-
stead the image pulls open the blinds on our past, which otherwise tend to
remain closed. Memories and understanding of historical discrimination dif-
fer based on participants' racial and ethnic background. What is forgotten
history for some is family history for others-acutely painful memories of
social, legal, and political disenfranchisement and violence. To acknowledge
this is productive because it creates the foundations to ask "Why" questions
in a new light. The answer to "Why are there so few African Americans (or
Latinos, or American Indians, or Vietnamese) in this program (or major, or
department, or college)?" traces back to "Why are there no African Ameri-
cans in this town? (or zip code)?" When the answer is that legalized racial
discrimination kept that group of people from this town, place, and college,
then the responsibility of colleges located at a distance from a population that
has experienced discrimination takes on a new dimension.

Structural racism exists absent interpersonal malice and individual acts
of racism. Yet structural racism, the structuring of higher education oppor-
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tunities in stratified and segregated systems, still reproduces racial inequi-
ties: Action research enables us to move past historical amnesia and apathy

address higher education's role in segregation.

Distinguishing "Diversities"

.It is important to recognize that the majority of practitioners in institutions
of higher education do not have a strong sense of expertise to address racial
equity issues. Remembering our history and inviting conversations about
trace provide the opportunity to improve practitioner knowledge about the
root causes of racial inequities in education. The impulse to equalize and
celebrate all forms of difference under the "umbrella of diversity" disre-
gards the existence of White privilege and racial discrimination in America.
'Organizational change theorists in academia and business emphasize the
importance of identifying the root causes of problems in order to find work-
able solutions (Argyris, 1977, 1982; Dyer et al., 2011; Sawyer, 2007) .

.'The causes of social disadvantage and racially minoritized status among
communities of color in the United States differ. Enslavement brought Afri-
cans tothe United States as "three-fifths a person," deprived them of their
personal liberties, subjected them to violence, and deprived them of the right
to ~?te, hold office, or inherit property. The rights of American Indians and
Mexicans on U.S. soil were also severely curtailed. Little attempt was made
bythe'Yhite dominant society to educate any of these groups in quality
schools' until the second half of the 20th century. American Indians and
Mexican Americans experienced political subjugation and annexation, in
effect becoming strangers in their own land, their language and culture ridi-
.culed through harsh negative stereotypes.

Puerto Ricans experienced similar treatment through American colo-
nization in the Caribbean. The Cuban and Central American immigrant
experience is marked by American sponsorship of wars and corporate impe-
rialism in developing socialist countries. Their experience bears resemblance
toth,~t ofFilipinos, Vietnamese, Cambodians, and Hmong who came to the
United States as political and economic refugees. Refugees do not embark on
their, journey with the same sense of opportunity as voluntary immigrants,
\V~OSematerial, social, or financial resources, no matter how meager, may
be.j~st enough to realize the "up by your bootstraps" immigration experi-
eIlce.The myth of the Asian "model minority" harms Asian Americans by
~~~tinuing to "other" them as foreigners, even when they are intergenera-

.,tional American citizens .
. ," Through it all, skin tone continues to matter. For generations, those
'with lighter skin have experienced benefits of assimilation into the U.S. eco-
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nomic mainstream. Those with darker skin are subject to racial stereotyping
in popular culture and microaggressions that articulate uninformed cultural
assumptions. Interesectionality amoll.g racial, gender, and class characteris-
tics certainly does matter. Women, like minoritized groups, were for many
generations kept from owning property, voting, or expressing their aspira-
tions for participation in all-male fields of endeavor, including science and
engineering, where that history of gender discrimination has not yet been
overcome. For this reason, participants in the Equity Scorecard sometimes
wish to give equal focus to gender, sexuality, and class in the action research
process. When this shift in focus serves to silence the discussion about race,
it is not productive to racial equity goals. Racially minoritized groups were
uniquely kept from accumulating intergenerational wealth whereas over
time women benefited from their fathers' and husbands' assets. Racially
minoritized groups were uniquely subjected to negative stereotypes about
their moral values, personal habits, and aptitude for education, with many
harmful theories of racial inferiority promulgated by seemingly scientific
endeavors such as IQ testing.

Acknowledging these differences in the ways that different racial and
ethnic groups have been ascribed minority status is an essential step to move
from an agenda focused on diversity to one focused on racial equity. Col-
leges that make a commitment to a racial equity agenda must educate their
faculty, administrators, boards, and students about the root causes that have
produced racially minoritized groups, distinguishing among the histories of
enslavement, colonization, political and cultural annexation, and political
disenfranchisement.

Building Capacity for Equity Work

As we highlighted in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, drawing on activity the-
ory, all activities have historicity and multivoicedness (Engestrom, 2001,
2008), but whether the voices and views of minoritized groups are heard
depends on community norms. Discussions of race and racism in profes-
sional settings do carry risk. Practitioners risk being viewed as trouble-
makers if they speak or act outside the norm too often, for example by
introducing a racial lens into a conversation when others would not think
to do so.

To mitigate the risk of imposing greater social harm at the very point
when a college is striving to address the race question with wisdom, we rec-
ommend that colleges build their leadership and facilitation capacity. Build-
ing the leadership capacity involves having conversations about race that
are authentic and purposeful prior to planned remarks.
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In addition, we recommend that leadership teams regularly involve a
professional facilitator with training in interpersonal racial dynamics as well
as knowledge of structural racism. An external facilitator can take advan-
tage of his or her outsider status to point out habits of interaction that are
counterproductive to racial equity work, for example the habit of quickly
referencing other forms of "diversities" when the topic of racial equity is
discussed, or of not mentioning race at all. Such "interaction scripts" are
so erigrained in professional culture that they are taken as a given. Creat-
ing new forms of interaction will require creativity and, like any creative
endeavor, a willingness to engage in trial and error. In-house training pro-
grams typically do not tolerate error well because managers too often view
their role as evaluating rather than assisting the performance of those who
report to ..diem. Where encouragement for experimentation is needed, an
immediate emphasis on evaluation is counterproductive (Tharp & Galli-
more, J988). Practitioners, too, wish to demonstrate their expertise and are
trained to act from positions of knowledge, making them hesitant to engage
in activities that involve a great deal of uncertainty. If someone says or does
"the 'wrong thing" in the process of trying to identify local manifestations
of institutional racism, it is important to have a leadership group that is
willing to tolerate mistakes and able take the situation as an opportunity
for learning.

Therefore, the key principle for designing effective professional devel-
opment programs is to ensure that effective assistance occurs among peers,
among managers and those they supervise, and between external facilitators
and participants in the activity setting. It is important to note that participa-
tion of a facilitator does not replace the need for collaboration and authen-
tic dialogue among leaders and practitioners. Good facilitators will help
educational leaders and practitioner teams develop a deeper level of mutual
engagement and commitment to equity. Higher education institutions have
amoral obligation to produce knowledge about the ways in which cultural
habits of domination have become part of the organizational routines of ed-
ucation. Its members will not be able to do so without a stronger knowledge
base and the capacity to produce knowledge based on divergent perspectives
arid experiences.

Through the action research process of the Equity Scorecard, we have
place110cal data, disaggregated by race and ethnicity, in the hands of prac-
titioners.~nd asked them to engage together in structured inquiry to gain a
d~eperul1derstanding of racial equity gaps. Based on our experience, we see
thatthis type of guided data use is necessary to take the growing number of
"data ..griven" policy prescriptions for higher education accountability off

,,_,,; shelves and put data-based insights to work.
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Despite a dramatic increase in data availability, institutions of higher edu-
r- cation have made only slight progress in using data to pursue racial equity

goals. While it is tempting to take the proliferation of college scorecards and
performance dashboards as a sign of progress in data use to promote equity,
it would also be misleading.

Currently, the accountability field prioritizes the building of databases
over reflective practice using data. The development of data systems will not
stimulate meaningful change if practitioners do not acknowledge that their
current practices are failing students and historically disenfranchised com-
munities. Improvement in student experiences and outcomes in programs
that represent only bare opportunities in higher education today, such as ba-
sic skills education, vocational education, and transfer, cannot be achieved
without the buy-in of faculty members. Faculty must be willing to look at
how their practices, language, and disciplinary cultures contribute to the
problem of low and inequitable student success rates.

As we have shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, practitioner inquiry us-
ing institutional data motivates practitioners to change their own practices,
as well as institutional policies within their control. When practitioners are
motived to engage in inquiry with an equity-minded stance, they open them-
selves up to new understandings of what is fair and unfair. Those are the
very insights that accountability policies should incentivize in order to cre-
ate buy-in for transformative changes in higher education.

Local data use involving reflective practice will be the source of the
new knowledge that is needed to deconstruct and reconstruct higher educa-
tion in more equitable ways. Inquiry using institutional data led the honors
program directors at one University of Wisconsin campus to adopt more
equitable admissions criteria. By reviewing the Equity Scorecard Vital Signs
disaggregated by race and ethnicity, the program directors realized a contra-
diction between their espoused ideals and enacted practices. Asking ques-
tions about the pedagogical and ethical basis for their admissions criteria led
them to a deeper commitment to equity. Through their willingness to act as
change agents, a stratifying program was reformed into one that was equity-
enhancing. The equity gap, which had been created by arbitrary admissions
criteria that had previously gone unexamined, was closed.

College testing, selection, and admissions procedures represent some of
the many "organizational routines" (Spillane, 2012) that constitute a college
CUlture.Other organizational routines that impact equity in college partici-
pation and outcomes include program reviews (for academic programs and
student services), professional development, search and hiring processes, in-
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stitutional research, strategic planning, and performance reporting. Organi-
zational routines such as these often go unexamined because they are taken
for granted as "the way we do things here." Institutional self-assessment
using protocols that have been designed to focus attention on racial equity
issues can productively provoke "critical disturbances" (Engestrom, 2008)
in the activity systems of these routines.

Based on our experience conducting the Equity Scorecard, we recom-
mend that colleges, universities, and systems adopt equity-enhancing in-
stitutional assessment practices and strategies of data use. Colleges need
structures, tools, and processes to convert institutional self-assessment into
an organizational learning experience that enables them to improve student
success rates in equitable ways.

Identifying Equity Gaps

Equity cannot be achieved without an intentional focus on student outcomes
differentiated by race and ethnicity because racially minoritized students are
often those who are served least well by existing and new programs. Aver-
age rates of student progress hide racial inequities. Equity-focused institu-
tions consistently monitor enrollments in existing and new programs using
data disaggregated by race and ethnicity. They look at equity gaps in student
outcomes to see if, when, and where they may be losing or segregating stu-
dents of color.

There is no hard-and-fast threshold at which an equity gap is said to
exist. It will be a matter of debate among participants in any inquiry pro-
cess whether a difference in student participation represents an equity gap

not. (We have provided the rule of thumb to Equity Scorecard evidence
teams to look at persistent gaps of over 5% variation between groups expe-
riencing high rates of success and those experiencing low rates of success as
potentially indicating systemic inequities in college performance.)

We recommend that institutions look at their data and engage in the
necessary debate to identify and name racial equity gaps. Then they should
set goals for improvement. Yet goal-setting will be an empty exercise with-
out ongoing monitoring. Campuses must also design data systems to enable
numerical goal-setting by race and ethnicity for specified student cohorts.
The following practices should become a regular routine of data use to mea-
sure the institution's progress in closing equity gaps:

1. Disaggregate numerical institutional data by race and ethnicity,
2. Collect qualitative data with a race consciousness attuned to under-

standing the sources of equity gaps.
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3. Adopt equity indicators of access, retention, completion, and stu-
dent participation in high-value programs.

4. Report annually on the status of equity.
5. Illustrate the number of students from specific racial and ethnic

groups who would need to experience success in particular pro-
grams or academic milestones in order for the college to meet eq-
uity benchmark goals.

6. Produce reports to annually monitor progress toward equity goals.
7. Collaborate with faculty, student affairs professionals, and other

administrators to assess what is working and what is not working
to close equity gaps.

Actionable Data

State policymakers will not always be able to communicate effectively with
highly disaggregated data. However, for local uses the ability to disaggre-
gate and to look at specific cohorts of students in specific academic path-
ways is essential. Data systems should be designed for maximum flexibility
to allow for different data to be used in these various settings. In our experi-
ence, evidence teams are able to ask and answer meaningful accountability
questions about racial equity when they are involved in selecting and refin-
ing equity indicators. Whereas rates of student success and the total number
of degree or certificate holders graduated by an institution or state system
are meaningful at the policy level, practitioners become engaged through
discussion about particular groups and numbers of students. In fact "small
Ns," which are often dismissed by institutional researchers as statistically
insignificant, are the numbers that captivate attention of faculty and pro-
gram administrators (Dowd, Malcom, et aI., 2012). Specific,small numbers
are "actionable."

In addition, the process of selecting the racial and ethnic groupings for
disaggregated data analysis is productive because it involves practitioners
in conversation about the educational needs of different populations of
students. In the Equity Scorecard process, Vital Signs indicators vary by a
college's enrollment, region, or service area. In Wisconsin, Hmong, Native
Americans, and Southeast Asian groups were analyzed by Scorecard teams.
In the San Francisco Bay area, colleges disaggregated among Chinese, Viet-
namese, and other Asian groups, as well as by Black and Hispanic students.
In Los Angeles, several colleges disaggregated by race and gender in order to
focus on the different outcomes of Black males and Black females.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the type of numerical data display Equity Score-
card teams include in Equity Scorecard reports. In this case, the focus is on
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Figure 6.2. Identifying Equity Gaps

Enrollment rate for Southeast Asians in 2011
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Enrollment.
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Southeast Asian student enrollment. The data show an equity gap on an
indicator of access: the enrollment yield (i.e., the percentage of admitted stu-
dents who enroll). The equity gap of 9.3 percentage points is identified by a
comparison of the yield for Southeast Asian students (32.4%) and the yield
for all students admitted to the university (41.7%). An annual "snapshot"
of this type is often complemented by a multiyear trend analysis in order to
see whether the equity gap is a persistent phenomenon or an unusual OCCur-
rence in a given year.

When an equity gap is identified, practitioners should then examine
institutional policies and practices that may be producing the gap. Admis-
sions officers, recruiters, and faculty all have a role to play in address-
ing equity gaps in access. When performance indicators point to an eq-
uity gap, the numbers need to be contextualized by asking and answering
"second-level" inquiry questions. Looking at these data, an evidence team
charged with examining equity in admissions might ask: "Are students
from particular high schools more likely to accept our offer of admission?
Are Southeast Asian students completing their financial aid applications
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Figure 6.3. Locating Equity Gaps in Academic Pathways
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in a timely manner? Are they choosing to attend other institutions? Do
Our recruiters and admissions officers communicate with Southeast Asian
students after they have been admitted with the same frequency as with
other groups of students?"

The answers to questions like these are sometimes readily available and
at other times they are not. Unanswered questions should become the basis
of additional inquiry. For example, the admissions office might decide to
devote a small amount of resources to contact the Southeast Asian students
in the most recent cohort of admitted students who did not enroll and ask:
What attracted you to apply to our university? What did you do instead of
enrolling here? What factors influenced your decision?

Catalyzing Changes in Programs

Data systems and institutional researcher priorities should support local
data use at the level of specific programs, majors, and courses. Most colleges
and universities conduct academic program, special program, and student
service reviews as part of a variety of organizational routines including ac-
creditation self-studies at the university or degree level. Inquiry groups can
be formed as subcommittees within any number of existing campus struc-
tures for program planning and assessment or be formed within specially
funded grant projects. In the latter case, the group focuses on the topic of
the study or project and conducts the assessments as an integral part of
project planning and development.
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" Figure 6.3 illustrates the use of numerical data to identify equity gaps in
'academic pathways. This example uses the milestones of year-to-year per-
sistence rates, culminating in a 6-year graduation rate. This type of analysis
pinpoints wh~recolleges are losing students, in this case HispaniclLatino
students. This cohort analysis reveals that in comparison to the persistence
rates of all students, Latino students do not experience equity gaps in year-
to-year persistence when transitioning to the second, third, and fourth years
of study. The equity gap occurs on the indicator of graduation within six
years. Forty-nine percent of Latino students in the cohort analyzed persisted
from. the fourth year to graduate in six years, which is a 6.5 percentage
point gap compared to the all-student average. These data are actionable
in.the sense that they reveal a problem the institution can address through
anumber of functions such as academic advising, financial aid, and career
services.

Similar data analyses should examine student success and persistence
in specific curricular pathways. Course-to-course analyses often point to
one or more gatekeeper courses that should be improved through targeted
interventions. For example, basic skills arithmetic and introductory algebra
function as gatekeepers for many community college students.

, We recommend that institutional leaders adopt practitioner inquiry as
a m:ethod~oS2I1duct program reviews with an expressed purpose of em-
becldingequitygoals into institutional self-assessment. Specific strategies to
achieve this include:

t:~~q~i;~~ll programs and majors to assess equity using enrollment,
,retention, and graduation data disaggregated by race and ethnicity,

2~Identify high-risk courses and gatekeepers for minoritized students,
... .for example, those courses with persistent racial equity gaps in stu-
(;'dent enrollment and completion.
3::Develop a plan to have all departments collect qualitative data for
/' institutional assessment using equity-focused inquiry tools.
4. Assess the equity of student participation in high-value special pro-

grams, such as honors programs and undergraduate research .
. 5.puring inquiry, use assessment protocols with prompts similar to

". those in CUE's Equity-Minded Syllabus Review Indicators in Table
. 3-1to assess the extent to which program materials validate the

participation of minoritized students.

:;,We recommend that colleges complement structural and programmatic
'changes with inquiry using "fine-grained" course-by-course numeric data and

')~; qualitative data collected by faculty and administrators who teach and advise
t:··t: students in the academic pathways that are functioning as gatekeepers.
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Producing Contextualized Knowledge

Equity Scorecard teams we have worked with have conducted inquiry
activities such as website reviews, peer interviews, and interviews with stu-
dents. To gain a deeper understanding of the sources of racial equity gaps in
basic skills math courses, for example, we recommend that

1. Observations take place in math classes and support centers.
2. Interviews be conducted with full-time and part-time math faculty

who teach in the identified gatekeeper course(s).
3. Faculty conduct interviews of students who are members of groups

impacted negatively by the equity gap.
4. A curriculum map be created to catalyze discussion about course

alignment, pedagogies, assessment, and desired student learning
outcomes.

S. Document analyses be analyzed as "artifacts of culture" to reveal
what they communicate to students about the culture of math class-
rooms.

When the faculty and administrators involved in Equity Scorecard proj-
ects in California and Wisconsin conducted inquiry of this type, they dis-
covered structural gaps in program alignment as well as cultural practices
that imposed a "self-worth tax" on students. Documents communicated
demeaning rather than validating messages to students about their potential
success in college and the willingness of the faculty to support their success.

The purpose of relying on practitioner inquiry to produce contextual-
ized knowledge is to ensure that the reforms intended to improve institu-
tional effectiveness do not contribute to greater inequities.

Strategic Planning and Goal-Setting

Most institutions of higher education have not established standards of eq-
uity that they can use to assess their performance in improving the educa-
tional outcomes of African Americans and Latinos. Just as institutions of
higher education are being expected to establish standards for learning out-
comes, they should be expected to do the same for equity. Without equity
standards, institutions cannot evaluate their performance; without measures
of performance, institutions cannot learn; and without learning, institution-
al change is unlikely.

Administrators act when things go wrong. One of the ways of sensing
that things are going wrong is through the analysis of data. It is also true
that what gets measured is what gets attended to by campus leaders. Institu-
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tions need baseline data and benchmarks that make it possible for them to
engage in a systematic and continuous self-appraisal and improvement of
their efforts. The most promising strategy to bring about changes in institu-
tional performance and improve institutional capacity to narrow the college
education gap lies in more intelligent and creative ways of using evidence to
understand the nature of the problem and to develop new recognitions that
will impel decision-makers, faculty, leaders, and policymakers to act. Mov-
ing forward, it is necessary to locate very specifically the most critical gaps
in the academic performance of institutions in educating African American
and Latino students. Such a focus suggests a shift toward institutional re-
sponsibility and away from deficit-minded assumptions about the causes of
racial inequities.

Strategic planning is an organizational routine that should be repur-
posed from a bureaucratic chore to create meaningful opportunities for
organizational learning about how to achieve equity goals. When review-
ing institutional data, strategic planning committees, task forces, and work
groups should start by reviewing equity reports produced by the institu-
tional research office (or, if a focus on equity has not yet been incorporated
into institutional research routines, by requesting baseline data on the state
of equity at the institution). Strategic planning documents should identify
and prioritize specific equity gaps and describe steps that will be taken to
close those gaps.

After identifying equity gaps, strategic planning groups should identify
equity goals. These are publically articulated statements of purpose to close
equity gaps in student access and success, expressed in percentage terms
and raw numbers for each racial/ethnic group. Setting the magnitude of
improvement represented in equity goals will be a matter of debate and po-
litical negotiation among inquiry team members and institutional leaders.
One approach to setting equity goals that we have used in working with
Equity Scorecard teams relies on external benchmarking to set that goal,
comparing the college's success rates to those at a peer institution with simi-
lar student demographics but higher rates of success. This approach works
well for racially segregated colleges and colleges where all student groups
experience low success rates relative to peer institutions. Another approach
relies on internal benchmarking, which sets the goal equal to the percent-
age point difference between groups experiencing low success rates and the
group with the highest success rates. This approach works well for colleges
with diverse student bodies and equity gaps among racial/ethnic groups en-
rolled at the college, as well as for systemwide comparisons among institu-
tions of different types.

The goals set out by strategic planning committees should be reinforced
through performance reporting, whether in voluntary indicators of perfor-
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mance adopted by the college, in a college's response to state accountability
requirements, or in responding to evaluation requirements attached to fed-
eral funding for special programs. The following recommendations high-
light ways to integrate equity comprehensively into strategic planning and
performance reporting functions:

1. Make equity goals a priority in strategic plans.
2. Report in strategic plans on the state of equity by department (e.g.,

history), curriculum (e.g., general education), or unit (e.g., School
of Natural and Physical Sciences).

3. Schedule quarterly or semiannual meetings and specific forums for
key leadership groups to review the status of equity goals.

4. Identify the need for, and set out a process to develop, new equity
indicators to fill in knowledge gaps about equity discovered through
the previous year's inquiry activities.

5. Hold campuswide meetings to discuss the "State of Equity in Ac-
cess, Retention, Completion, and Excellence."

6. Develop unit-level strategic plans and priorities to equity gaps.
7. Select equity indicators as optional performance-based funding or

reporting metrics.
8. Develop equity indicators to incorporate into the annual evaluation

of faculty, staff, and leaders.

To pursue equity goals, it is necessary for colleges to measure if student
progress through key milestones and transitions in their college career sup-
ports equity goals. In addition, requiring the monitoring of students' access
in moving from lower- to higher-status institutions and programs, such as
in transferring from community colleges to selective public universities, will
generate information needed to create incentives for institutional leaders to
align curricula, learning assessment, and selection criteria.

LEADERSHIP FOR EQUITY

Many of those we have worked with over the years conducting the
Scorecard were motivated by a deepened understanding of racial inequi-
ties in higher education to make changes in their own educational prac:
tices. These "institutional agents" took steps to act in more just and caring
ways toward their students of color. At times, consistent with the tenets ...
of justice as fairness, their efforts led to greater vertical equity in the dis-:
tribution of human and material resources within colleges, universities, or
departments.
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